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Getting the books 2d Gabor Filter Matlab Code Ukarryore
now is not type of challenging means. You could not
single-handedly going subsequent to ebook growth or
library or borrowing from your connections to get into
them. This is an totally simple means to specifically get
lead by on-line. This online notice 2d Gabor Filter Matlab
Code Ukarryore can be one of the options to accompany
you as soon as having further time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will
unconditionally song you new issue to read. Just invest
little grow old to approach this on-line revelation 2d Gabor
Filter Matlab Code Ukarryore as with ease as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

Oath of Office (a Luke Stone Thriller—Book #2) Jack
Mars 2016-03-16 “One of the best thrillers I have read this
year. The plot is intelligent and will keep you hooked from
the beginning. The author did a superb job creating a set
of characters who are fully developed and very much
enjoyable. I can hardly wait for the sequel.” --Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Any Means

Necessary) OATH OF OFFICE is book #2 in the
bestselling Luke Stone series, which begins with ANY
MEANS NECESSARY (book #1), a free download! A
biological agent is stolen from a biocontainment lab.
Weaponized, it could kill millions, and a desperate
national hunt ensues to catch the terrorists before it is too
late. Luke Stone, head of an elite FBI department, with his
own family still in jeopardy, has vowed to walk away—but
when the new President, barely sworn in, calls him, he
can’t turn his back on her. Shocking devastation follows,
winding its way all the way to the President, who finds her
own family in jeopardy. Her strength tested, as she steps
into her new role, she surprises even her closest advisors.
Rival presidential staff want Luke out of the picture, and
with his team in danger, and left to his own resources, it
becomes personal. But Luke Stone never gives up until
he, or the terrorists, are dead. Luke realizes quickly that
the terrorist’s final target is even more high value—and
more terrifying—than even he could imagine. Yet with
only a few days before doomsday, it’s unlikely that even
he can stop what’s already in motion. A political thriller
with non-stop action, dramatic international settings,
unexpected twists and heart-pounding suspense, OATH
OF OFFICE is book #2 in the Luke Stone series, an
explosive new series that will leave you turning pages late
into the night. Book #3 in the Luke Stone series is also
now available!
Operations Management Nigel Slack 2019-04-22
Operations management is important, exciting,
challenging ... and everywhere you look! Important,
because it enables organisations to provide services and

products that we all need Exciting, because it is central to
constant changes in customer preference, networks of
supply and demand, and developments in technology
Challenging, because solutions must be must be
financially sound, resource-efficient, as well as
environmentally and socially responsible And everywhere,
because in our daily lives, whether at work or at home, we
all experience and manage processes and operations.
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The Duplicate Bride Ginny Baird 2020-09-29 Saying “I do”
has never been this much fun in this charming new
romance from New York Times bestselling author Ginny
Baird. Hope Webb can’t believe her twin sister, Jackie, is
begging her to swap places and play fiancée at Jackie’s
pre-wedding festivities. Sure, it’s only a business-deal sort
of marriage, but Hope is a carb-loving teacher who enjoys
curling up with a good book. Jackie is a workaholic whose
idea of a good time is a brisk five-mile run at the crack of
dawn. The two sisters couldn’t be more opposite. Now,
Hope is stuck in the middle of a warm, tight-knit family she
can’t help but adore and a groom who turns out to be

entirely wonderful...for her. Hotel magnate Brent Albright
knows something is off about his fiancée, but he doesn’t
care. Gone is the driven woman with similar career goals,
and in her place is someone warm and funny who not
only charms his family but him as well. She’s doing
everything she can to avoid him, but that’s probably just
nerves. Two people about to wed couldn’t know each
other less. Now Brent is determined to woo his fiancée,
for real this time, because the more he gets to know her,
the more his sweet fiancée turns out to be entirely
wonderful...for him. And that’s when things start to get
really complicated... Each book in the Blue Hill Brides
Series is BEST READ IN ORDER: * The Duplicate Bride *
The Matchmaker Bride
Strict Confidence Skye Warren 2021-06-15 Forbidden.
Commanding. Mysterious. Beau Rochester has an entire
house full of secrets. And those secrets are putting Jane
Mendoza in danger. She fell in love with the one man she
can't have. She should leave Maine to protect her heart,
but the thread refuses to be severed. The brooding Mr.
Rochester and his grieving niece are more than her job.
They're her new family. She races against time to find
answers and protect the people she loves. The cliffside
grows dark with the misdeeds of the past. Her heart and
her sanity fight a battle, but they are both at risk. Will Mr.
Rochester learn to trust Jane? And will that trust destroy
her?
The Girl Who Doesn't Quit Victoria Quinn 2021-06-15 The
director of my clinic is retiring and the job is up for grabs.
I'd be lying if I said I didn't want the job for myself, but I'd
be happy if any of my colleagues got the promotion. But

none of them get it. Neither do I. It's an outside hire. Atlas
Beaumont. Super genius, but I think he's a super prick.
Worst part of all? My father is the one who wrote his letter
of recommendation, the one that impressed my boss so
much that he hired him on the spot.
Experimental inorganic chemistry William George Palmer
1965
The Secretary's Secret Michelle Douglas 2011-12-01
Expecting a secret bundle of joy! With one last look in the
mirror, Kit Mercer prepares to face her boss—surely he
can't wait to sweep her into his arms again and declare
his love? Actually, what Alex Hallam does is tell her their
fling can't continue. He knows it's the right thing to
do—after his ex-wife's lies, is he really ready for a
relationship with sweet, lovely Kit? Until Kit reveals she's
pregnant! Swapping the boardroom and working lunches
for the baby clinic and wake-up feeds, they'll get more
than they bargained for…. Maybe even swapping their
business contract for a marriage certificate!
A Deal with the Devil Amelia Wilde 2021-03-30 A man
can only have one great love, and mine was the sea. Until
I pulled a half-drowned heiress out of the water. Until I
kept her as mine. Until I hurt her to prove I didn’t love her.
Now we’re surrounded. Dangerous pirates want to use
her for their own purposes. I won’t give her up that easy. I
have a lifetime of treasure to protect. But with the ship
going down, there’s only one thing I want to save. Her. A
Deal with the Devil is book two in the Devil trilogy by USA
Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde. The Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea must be read first.
Better Off Red Rebekah Weatherspoon 2011 Every

sorority has its secrets... And college freshman Ginger
Carmichael couldn't care less. She has more important
things on her mind, like maintaining her perfect GPA. No
matter how much she can't stand the idea of the cliques
and the matching colors, there's something about the girls
of Alpha Beta Omega—their beauty, confidence, and
unapologetic sexuality—that draws Ginger in. But once
initiation begins, Ginger finds that her pledge is more than
a bond of sisterhood, it’s a lifelong pact to serve six
bloodthirsty demons with a lot more than nutritional
needs. Despite her fears, Ginger falls hard for the
immortal queen of this nest, and as the semester draws to
a close, she sees that protecting her family from the
secret of her forbidden love is much harder than studying
for finals.
Fushi no Kami: Rebuilding Civilization Starts With a
Village Volume 4 Mizuumi Amakawa 2021-06-16 After
spending two years studying in Itsutsu city to bring back
the life of convenience and abundance from the legends
of the ancient civilization, Ash graduates from the military
academy. He is now assigned to the newly established
Territory Reform Promotion Office, where he works hard
to improve this world’s living standards. When it is brought
to Ash’s attention that Ajole, the hometown of his coworker Renge’s childhood friend, is on the verge of
extinction, he decides to embark on a rescue mission.
The inspection task force led by Ash and Maika
encounters barren fields and skinny villagers. It appears
that they have no choice but to break the taboo and use
animal manure as compost. To make matters worse,
there is news of another threat to the village: the demons

known as treants! Can Ash find a way to save the village?
This is the fourth chapter of the story about a young boy
who sets out to revolutionize the world in order to rebuild
civilization and create his ideal life!
Objective General Knowledge Thorpe Edgar 2011-09
An Unexpected Affair Elizabeth Lennox 2021-06-18 Will
her shameful secret be exposed? Evie Katner has a
shameful secret. One that forced her to abandon a very
successful acting career. But now she’s back and…and
she wants this role! It was perfect for her! It was
everything she needed to prove her place as a serious
actor! The only thing…she had to trick the
director/producer into giving her the part. Brock Severson
is furious when he realizes that the woman who tried out
for the role is none other than Evely Katner. She left the
industry under a cloud of shame. No one knew why she’d
left the acting world – but rumors were rampant! He
couldn’t allow Evie to ruin his film but…but she’s perfect
for the role. Evie brought more to the complicated role
than he could have hoped for! Plus, he’s stunned at how
much he wanted her! Could he keep his mind on the job
when his body wanted nothing more than to ignore the
past and risk it all with the dangerous Evie?
A Duke by Any Other Name Grace Burrowes 2020-04-28
A brooding duke finds his beautiful new neighbor way too
intriguing for his liking in this delightful Regency romance.
"Grace Burrowes is terrific!" --Julia Quinn Nathaniel, Duke
of Rothhaven, lives in seclusion, leaving his property only
to gallop his demon-black steed across the moors by
moonlight. Exasperated mamas invoke his name to
frighten small children, though Nathaniel is truly a decent

man -- maybe too decent for his own good. That's
precisely why he must turn away the beguiling woman
demanding his help. Lady Althea Wentworth has little
patience for dukes, reclusive or otherwise, but she needs
Rothhaven's backing to gain entrance into Polite Society.
She's asked him nicely, she's called on him politely, all to
no avail -- until her prize hogs just happen to plunder the
ducal orchard. He longs for privacy. She's vowed to never
endure another ball as a wallflower. Yet as the two grow
closer, it soon becomes clear they might both be
pretending to be something they're not. BookPage Best
Romance Novels of 2020
Powerful Thinking Joyce Meyer 2021-06-15 Unleash your
can-do attitude and find power in your mindset with
renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times
bestselling author Joyce Meyer. Joyce Meyer has a knack
for coining phrases (Joyce-isms) and one of her best
loved is "Where the mind goes, the man follows."Meyer
provides keys for "powerful thinking," giving the reader an
ability to use the mind as a tool to achievement. In
Powerful Thinking, a book small and portable enough to fit
in a purse, suitcase, backpack, briefcase, or even a
pocket, she outlines a flexible program to turn thoughts
into habits, and habits into success. Sections include: The
Power of a Positive You Keeping Your Attitude at the
Right Altitude The Power of Perspective More Power To
You Nobody has more of a "can-do" attitude than Joyce
Meyer. Now you can, too!
Airbus A320: An Advanced Systems Guide Ben Riecken
2019-06-13 This iPad interactive book is an indispensable
tool for pilots seeking the Airbus A320 type rating. This

study guide offers an in-depth systems knowledge with
pictures, videos and schematics not found in other
publications. It is packed with detailed and useful
information to prepare any candidate for command and
responsibility of the A320 equipped with IAE or CFM
engines.
Modern Box Set 1-4 July 2021/The Billion-Dollar Bride
Hunt/Secrets of Cinderella's Awakening/The Innocent
Carrying His Legacy/My Forbidden Ro Sharon Kendrick
2021-07-01 Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds. The BillionDollar Bride Hunt - Melanie Milburne What if the woman
he wants...is the one finding his bride? When Matteo
Vitale strides into matchmaker Emmaline Woodcroft’s
office, he has an unusual request. He must marry and
father an heir if he’s to inherit his family estate. After his
first marriage ended tragically, what he needs is a wife
who isn’t looking for love! To understand her enigmatic
client, Emmie accepts an invitation to his Italian villa. As
she gets closer to the real Matteo, for once, she gives in
to desire. The trouble is, Emmie knows she can’t be the
bride Matteo’s looking for... Secrets of Cinderella’s
Awakening - Sharon Kendrick A night under the Greek
sky...with a seriously sexy stranger! Marnie Porter craves
an escape from the long hours at a luxury spa in Greece
where she’s working to help support her sister. And she
may just have found it with one devastatingly handsome
man — unaware he’s billionaire businessman, Leonidas
Kanonidou! Cynical Leon believes it’s better to keep his
distance from innocent Marnie, yet discovering his
Cinderella needs urgent financial help prompts him to

make a proposition. One with mutual benefits, including
exploring her unleashed passion even as it threatens to
incinerate his barriers... The Innocent Carrying His
Legacy - Jackie Ashenden From desert warlord, to
surprise father! Children? Not for illegitimate Sheikh Nazir
Al Rasul, whose desert fortress is less intimidating than
his barricaded heart. Until Ivy Dean appears on his
doorstep...and he finds out that, through IVF, she’s
bearing his heir! Surrogate Ivy agreed to carry her best
friend’s baby. Then tragedy forces her to seek out the
child’s biological father. But when Nazir insists on her
hand in marriage, she’s shocked. Always unwanted, virgin
Ivy didn’t see a family in her future...much less with an
iron-hearted husband who makes her burn dangerously
hot! My Forbidden Royal Fling - Clare Connelly My deal
with the billionaire...just got complicated! As Crown
Princess of Marlsdoven I was taught honour, resilience,
leadership...yet now I’m sitting in front of the most
infuriatingly determined and sexy man, completely lost for
words! Santiago del Almodovár wants to build his sordid
casino on my land? Well, it’s my duty to protect my
citizens! But every syllable he utters awakens a raging
hunger inside of me. Now he’s demanding I go to Spain
with him — alone — to see his empire and prove I’m
wrong. Ruling a nation may be hard, but denying our
chemistry? Unthinkable!
Luck of the Draw Denise Grover Swank 2021-06-14 Life’s
not a fairytale for women like me, divorced and creeping
up on middle age…until a hot younger man finds my lost
shoes. Crashing weddings is so not my thing. I’d much
rather stay home and watch HGTV . . . and ignore the fact

that my life is messier than those fixer-upper houses.
Because my jerk ex left, and the only thing keeping a roof
over my sons’ heads is my crappy telemarketing job. But
then I get a challenge from the Bad Luck Club, the group I
joined to turn my luck around: Do something that breaks
the rules. One ill-advised confession to my best friend
later, I’m strapping on a pair of heels and crashing the
wedding of two of the owners of Buchanan Brewery. The
last thing I expect is to meet someone, let alone the sexy
younger bartender who calls me out and finds my lost
shoes, something straight out of Cinderella. And the very
last thing I expect is to fall for him. It feels like I’m in a
dream come true, a fairy tale, but the crap part about
dreams is that they have to end. Or do they?
When You're Mine Layla Hagen 2021-06-06 Take New
York by storm and steer clear of serious relationships.
That's the plan. That's the goal. It's easy too, now that my
software company is making headlines. Nothing is getting
in the way of that--not even my sexy personal trainer. I
don't care how beautiful and intriguing she is. Mel Dawson
keeps talking me into doing things, like watching the
sunset and slowing down to enjoy life. When she trains
me, and I watch her body, I'm constantly fantasizing about
exploring every inch of it all night long, claiming her mouth
every time she gives me a sassy reply. I don't even know
who I am when I'm with her. I'm suddenly a completely
different man. But, I like this version of myself better.
Mel's smart, determined, and keeps me guessing. She's
everything I need and want, but I've been burned before.
I'm used to taking chances in the boardroom, just not in
my personal life. How much am I willing to risk for a

chance to make her mine?
The Billion-Dollar Bride Hunt Melanie Milburne 2021-0629 The billionaire, the matchmaker and their off-limits
attraction… USA TODAY bestselling author Melanie
Milburne brings us a marriage of convenience romance,
inspired by Jane Austen’s classic Emma. What if the
woman he wants… Is the one finding his bride? When
Matteo Vitale strides into matchmaker Emmaline
Woodcroft’s office, he has an unusual request. He must
marry and father an heir if he’s to inherit his family estate.
After his first marriage ended tragically, what he needs is
a wife who isn’t looking for love! To understand her
enigmatic client, Emmie accepts an invitation to his Italian
villa. As she gets closer to the real Matteo, for once she
gives in to desire. The trouble is, Emmie knows she can’t
be the bride Matteo’s looking for… From Harlequin
Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion
knows no bounds.
Hot SEAL, Independence Day Elle James 2021-06-15
Navy SEAL who wants nothing to do with commitment, is
forced to protect his neighbor and her unborn baby when
her past comes calling. Jack “Mars” Marsten lives in an
apartment he never made a home. He made the mistake
of marrying right out of boot camp to his high school
sweetheart. When his wife left him during BUDS training,
he vowed never to marry again. No entanglements.
Period. Deirdre Anne Tyler is running from her exboyfriend who beat her when he found out she was
pregnant. She changed her name to Anne Smith and is
hiding in an apartment next door to a cranky Navy SEAL
who barely says hello. Which is just as well. The fewer

people who know her and where she is, the less chance
of her ex finding her. Until he does… When trouble comes
calling, Anne hides in her neighbor’s apartment. Jack
wants nothing to do with the woman but can’t send her
back to deal with her problem on her own. Stuck with the
woman, he’s now responsible for keeping her alive until
her baby is born. How hard could that be? Harder than he
originally thought when he finds himself falling for the
pretty mother-to-be. No-commitment Jack sinks deeper
into his own kind of trouble where Anne is concerned. the
pretty mother-to-be. No-commitment Jack sinks deeper
into his own kind of trouble where Anne is concerned.
A Trace of Vice (a Keri Locke Mystery--Book #3) Blake
Pierce 2017-06-15 “A dynamic story line that grips from
the first chapter and doesn't let go.” --Midwest Book
Review, Diane Donovan (regarding Once Gone) From #1
bestselling mystery author Blake Pierce comes a new
masterpiece of psychological suspense. In A TRACE OF
VICE (Book #3 in the Keri Locke mystery series), Keri
Locke, Missing Persons Detective in the Homicide
division of the LAPD, follows a fresh lead for her abducted
daughter. It leads to a violent confrontation with The
Collector—which, in turn, offers more clues that may, after
all this time, reunite her with her daughter. Yet at the
same time, Keri is assigned a new case, one with a frantic
ticking clock. A teenage girl has gone missing in Los
Angeles, a girl from a good family was who duped into
drugs and abducted into a sex trafficking ring. Keri is hot
on her trail—but the trail is moving fast, with the girl being
constantly moved and with her abductors’ single,
nefarious goal: to cross her over the border with Mexico.

In an epic, breathtaking, cat and mouse chase that takes
them through the seedy underworld of trafficking, Keri and
Ray will be pushed to their limits to save the girl—and her
own daughter—before it is all too late. A dark
psychological thriller with heart-pounding suspense, A
TRACE OF VICE is book #3 in a riveting new series—and
a beloved new character—that will leave you turning
pages late into the night. “A masterpiece of thriller and
mystery! The author did a magnificent job developing
characters with a psychological side that is so well
described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears
and cheer for their success. The plot is very intelligent
and will keep you entertained throughout the book. Full of
twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of the
last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(re Once Gone) Book #4 in the Keri Locke series is also
now available!
The Greek's Hidden Vows Maya Blake 2021-06-29
Pretend turns to reality in this scandalous marriage of
convenience romance by Maya Blake! An irresistible
wedding bargain A secret desire… Divorce lawyer
extraordinaire Christos will stop at nothing to inherit his
family’s private island, even secretly wed his unflappable
assistant, Alexis. Now it’s time for her to honor their vows
and travel to Greece to put on a convincing public
performance… Alexis has been burned in romance before
and won’t repeat that mistake—not even with the
uncompromising Christos. But as they act the perfect
married couple for his grandfather, their chemistry
becomes overwhelming. Is Christos different from the
ruthless businessman she thought he was…or is his ardor

all for show? From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds.
A Manager's Quick-Guide To Mindful Management
Rebecca Deans 2021-03-15 A manager is a promoted
employee who knows how to perform all the jobs in their
department - but they rarely get trained to be an effective
leader. It takes certain people skills to discipline an
employee, so they feel empowered to improve their
performance or stop inappropriate behavior. Inspiring
employees to want to do their best when burned out
requires specific soft skills that many managers aren't
taught and instead have to learn through trial and error.
When HR is too busy to attend to an employee problem,
this Managers Quick-Guide to Mindful Management will
give you easy-to-digest tips and inspirations for many of
your workplace problems. It will guide you to develop your
employees to be confident and independent thinking
professionals that will keep your team engaged and your
workplace culture healthy and thriving.
The Forging of Luke Stone Bundle: Primary Target (#1),
Primary Command (#2) and Primary Threat (#3) Jack
Mars 2020-02-19 A bundle of books #1 (PRIMARY
TARGET), #2 (PRIMARY COMMAND) and #3 (PRIMARY
THREAT) in Jack Mars’s Forging of Luke Stone Thriller
series. This bundle offers books one, two, and three in
one convenient file, with over 200,000 words of reading.
In PRIMARY TARGET (Book #1), we see the forging of
one of the world’s toughest—and most lethal—soldiers:
Luke Stone. A 29 year old veteran who has seen enough
battle to last a lifetime, Luke is tapped by the Special
Response Team, a secretive new FBI agency (led by his

mentor Don Morris) to tackle the most high-stake
terrorism operations in the world. Luke, still haunted by
his wartime past and newly married to an expecting
Becca, is dispatched on a mission to Iraq, with his new
partner Ed Newsam, to bring in a rogue American
contractor. But what begins as a routine mission
mushrooms into something much, much bigger. When the
President’s teenage daughter, kidnapped in Europe, is
ransomed by terrorists, Luke may be the only one in the
world who can save her before it is too late. In PRIMARY
COMMAND (Book #2), elite Delta Force veteran Luke
Stone, leads the FBI’s Special Response Team on a nailbiting mission to save American hostages from a nuclear
submarine. But when all goes wrong, and when the
President shocks the world with his reaction, it may fall on
Luke’s shoulders to save not only the hostages—but the
world. In PRIMARY THREAT (Book #3) elite Delta Force
veteran Luke Stone leads the FBI’s Special Response
Team as they respond to a hostage situation on an oil rig
in the remote Arctic. Yet what at first seems like a simple
terrorist event may, it turns out, be much more. With a
Russian master plan unfolding rapidly in the Arctic, Luke
may have arrived at the precipice of the next world war.
And Luke Stone may just be the only man standing in its
way. THE FORGING OF LUKE STONE is an unputdownable military thriller series, a wild action ride that
will leave you turning pages late into the night. It marks
the long-anticipated debut of a riveting new series by #1
bestseller Jack Mars, dubbed “one of the best thriller
authors” out there.
A Wedded Arrangement Noelle Adams 2019-10-23 With

three months remaining of her marriage of convenience,
Savannah is ready to say goodbye to her spoiled rich boy
of a husband. He's annoying and argumentative and used
to always getting his way. Sure, he's hot. And maybe
occasionally a little bit sweet. But she doesn't want to stay
married to him. Not at all. He needed a wife for a year so
he could inherit his grandmother's fortune, and she
needed to pay off her family's debts. That's all their
marriage has ever been about. So she really needs to
stop falling into bed with him.
Currency of War Melinda M. Snodgrass 2021-03-09 The
Solar League, humanity's empire, has existed since
mankind reached for the stars. While the humans
considered it the pinnacle of human achievement, for the
subjugated alien races it seemed only to endorse
humanity's worst impulses. But the worst of humanity
pales in comparison to an alien onslaught that is on the
verge of bringing mankind down into death and
subjugation. Thracius "Tracy" Belmanor helps lead the
Solar League's desperate defense against this new alien
threat while the Empress of the Solar League, Mercedes,
tries to keep the League from tearing apart. However,
neither is prepared for the questions that need to be
answered to save mankind and all of the human and nonhuman citizens of the League. Is humanity redeemable?
Can the League reform into something better? Tracy and
Mercedes must ask these questions of themselves and
then decide the future of humanity while facing betrayals,
ambition, and secrets that may bring about a dark age for
the galaxy.
Nine Months to Claim Her Natalie Anderson 2021-06-29

From passion to pregnancy in just one night! But claiming
his unexpected twins will take this billionaire much longer
in USA TODAY bestselling author Natalie Anderson’s
sizzling secret baby romance. Claiming his one-night
heirs… Will take a nine-month negotiation! Mistaken for a
security guard by an alluring waitress, CEO Leo Castle
revels in their stolen moments together. When they’re
alone he’s responsible for just one thing: her
unadulterated pleasure! Only later, when their paths
collide in the boardroom, does Leo discover she’s
reluctant socialite Rosanna Gold. And carrying his twins!
Sheltered Rosanna refuses Leo’s demand that they
marry. She won’t wed a man who sees her as an
obligation. But his strategy to prove otherwise is one of
seduction—and Rosanna knows intimately how powerful
that can be… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds. Read all the
Rebels, Brothers, Billionaires books: Book 1: Stranded for
One Scandalous Week Book 2: Nine Months to Claim Her
Ruthless Protector: Lawless Kings #4 Sherilee Gray 201806-13 A sexy new STANDALONE contemporary romance
in the Lawless Kings series. The first time I saw my
landlord Jude Wayland, with his gentle brown eyes and a
body built to do damage, I knew he was trouble. Sure, he
has the nice guy routine mastered, but I’m not buying it. In
my experience, no one does a good deed for free. Now
that he’s seen me at my lowest, the sexy P.I with a white
knight complex wants to uncover my secrets. He also has
me craving more of his sizzling kisses. But I can’t give in
to my feelings for him. I promised my sister that I’d raise
her daughter without a man, and I won’t let her down

again. Yet as my past catches up with me, bringing
danger to our door, I’ll have to make a choice—let Jude in
and betray my sister, or run, leaving behind the only man
I’ve ever loved. Ruthless Protector is the fourth book in
the Lawless Kings series, but each of these sexy, gritty
contemporary romances can be enjoyed as a standalone.
Other books in the series: Book 1: Shattered King Book 2:
Broken Rebel Book 3: Beautiful Killer Book 4: Ruthless
Protector Praise for the Lawless Kings series: “Shattered
King is a sexy, beautiful second chance love story... a
truly enjoyable read.” - Sawyer Bennett, New York Times
bestselling author "Raw, gritty, and full of supercharged
sexual tension...SHATTERED KING will break you into
pieces right before it stitches you back together again." Diana Gardin, author of SWORN TO PROTECT, Rescue
OP's Series "An exquisitely crafted tale that packs a
powerful emotional punch...simply put this story was
freaking amazing." - Reds Romance Reviews on Beautiful
Killer "This book had me from the first page to the final
page. I could not stop reading. I’m not sure what Sherilee
Gray has planned next but you can rest assured that I will
be waiting for whatever it might be." - Carol's Reviews on
Ruthless Protector Keywords: alpha hero, alpha, bad boy
hero, bad boy protective hero, protective hero, strong
heroine, series romance, contemporary romance,
romantic suspense, mystery romance, private
investigator, cop hero, police hero, lawless kings, sexy
romance, security team, band of brothers
Shield & Shade Misty Hayes 2021-02-03 For fans of
STORM AND FURY and MORTAL INSTRUMENTS. It's
been over ten years since fifteen-year-old Zoey Taylor

wandered away from her family home in the middle of the
night. Or so she's been told, repeatedly, by her
mother—but the only thing Zoey knows for sure is that
when her older brother, Corinth, found her in the woods,
safe and unharmed, she returned with a crippling fear of
the dark and no other memories from those lost
days—except strange flashes of sharp teeth and redflaming hair. Since that time, she's become a star pupil
and is on track to graduate early … if and that's a big IF
her overprotective family doesn't get in the way of her
dreams first. But when one of the wealthiest, enigmatic
philanthropists on the planet—Gabriel Stanton—shows up
on her doorstep on Thanksgiving Day, and reveals the
truth about what really happened to her all those years
ago, it completely shatters her perception of the world.
And the story isn't anything like what she's been told. The
Ascended Guardians series is a supernatural thrill-ride
that never lets up.
The Golden Line Addison Cain 2019-12-22 "Brutally
delicious! Addison Cain's writing blows me away each
time!" Anna Zaires, New York Times bestselling author
They call me brutal. They call me unrepentant. They call
me possessive. I am all these things and much, much
worse. But for her, I will be as gentle as a lamb. She's
afraid, so I will comfort her. She had no understanding of
our unbreakable bond, so I will take my time. Her body
requires touch, so I shall lavish her with my strength. My
mate will know nothing of the monster I really am. The
Golden Line is a dark, sinister Omegaverse romance for
those with twisted tastes and a love for delicious villains.
Complete power exchange dominates these pages, as

does an attentive Alpha hero you will adore.
NoSQL with MongoDB in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
Brad Dayley 2014-08-21 NoSQL database usage is
growing at a stunning 50% per year, as organizations
discover NoSQL's potential to address even the most
challenging Big Data and real-time database problems.
Every NoSQL database is different, but one is the most
popular by far: MongoDB. Now, in just 24 lessons of one
hour or less, you can learn how to leverage MongoDB's
immense power. Each short, easy lesson builds on all
that's come before, teaching NoSQL concepts and
MongoDB techniques from the ground up. Sams Teach
Yourself NoSQL with MongoDB in 24 Hours covers all
this, and much more: Learning how NoSQL is different,
when to use it, and when to use traditional RDBMSes
instead Designing and implementing MongoDB databases
of diverse types and sizes Storing and interacting with
data via Java, PHP, Python, and Node.js/Mongoose
Choosing the right NoSQL distribution model for your
application Installing and configuring MongoDB Designing
MongoDB data models, including collections, indexes,
and GridFS Balancing consistency, performance, and
durability Leveraging the immense power of Map-Reduce
Administering, monitoring, securing, backing up, and
repairing MongoDB databases Mastering advanced
techniques such as sharding and replication Optimizing
performance
The Effing List Cherise Sinclair 2021-06-15 If you haven’t
read this series, you’re missing out. Sinclair writes the
best Doms. Period. ~ Under the Covers Book Blog Let’s
liven up our marriage. It’ll be fun. Then her husband

brought two slaves into the house. That was the end of
that. Divorce achieved, Valerie is working on her goals.
Friends: has a new one. Fitness: little muscles! Finances:
in the black. Friskiness? Total. Effing. Fail. So she attends
the notorious Shadowlands club’s open house. There, a
sadistic Dom—a fellow professor--teaches her that she
loves pain with her pleasure. He wants to show her more.
Despite the razor edges of his hard face and the authority
in his every word, he’s careful and caring. He listens, and
how tempting is that? But she knows better. Her heart is
off-limits. Retired Special Forces colonel, Ghost has been
a widower for long enough. Although he’s ready to love
again, the generous, caring woman he desires has scars
from her past. However, he has hard-won skills, enough
to show Valerie there can be a new F on her
list—fulfillment. Life looks good. Until his past surfaces,
shattering his new life and the love he’d hoped to win. --- I
love that I can dive into a Masters of The Shadowlands
book and get lost and come out feeling warm, safe, and
floaty. Just like being in “sub space”. ~ Marie’s Tempting
Reads
Kemp: The Castle in the Marsh Jonathan Lunn 2019-0801 Dirt, blood and iron: an unputdownable medieval epic
for fans for M.K. Hume and Matt Harffy. France, 1351-2:
Kemp and his men are captured in a skirmish near Calais,
and subsequently imprisoned in a French castle. All
attempts at escape are punished with death. Then Sir
Hugues de Beauconray comes to Kemp with an offer:
escort a Dominican friar on a quest to steal a mysterious
book from an abbey in Scotland. Fail, and ten of Kemp’s
friends will be hanged. In the hotly-disputed border

country, Kemp will need all his skills as a swordsman and
archer if he is to return to France and rescue his
comrades. But more importantly, survive... A masterful
historical thriller, full of nail-biting action and detailed
historical research, perfect for fans of David Gilman,
Bernard Cornwell and Giles Kristian.
Panic-Proof Investing Thomas F. Basso 1994-11-03
"...concise, easy-to-read, and filled with solid advice. An
evening spent reading Panic-Proof Investing could prove
to be one of the best investments the novice investor can
make." —Jack Schwager, author, The New Market
Wizards Featured in Jack Schwager's bestselling The
New Market Wizards, Tom Basso is one of the most
popular and most quoted professional traders in the
world. In a book rich with wit, wisdom, and a wealth of
practical advice, Tom Basso, a.k.a. "Mr. Serenity," tells
you how to center yourself for smart, balanced investment
choices. Taking aim at internal roadblocks to success,
Tom clearly shows why the sine qua non of being a
successful investor is to "know thyself." Writing in a jargonfree, down-to-earth style, he prepares you for the
investment process with tips on how to stay focused; how
to avoid and cope with common frustrations; and how to
avoid psychological pitfalls that lead to poor decisionmaking and disappointing returns. Witty, familiar, easy-toread, and peppered with lively cartoons and illustrations
Packed with real-life case studies and telling parables in
which you'll recognize your own and your friends'
experiences Features a handy "Panic-Proof Investor
Checklist" that sums up the most important points covered

in the book
Absolute Zero (An Agent Zero Spy Thriller—Book #12)
Jack Mars 2021-10-01 “You will not sleep until you are
finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job creating a set
of characters who are fully developed and very much
enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport
us into a reality that is almost like sitting in a movie
theater with surround sound and 3D (it would make an
incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for the
sequel.” --Roberto Mattos, Books and Movie Reviews
ABSOLUTE ZERO is book #12—and the series finale—in
the #1 bestselling AGENT ZERO series, which begins
with AGENT ZERO (Book #1), a free download with over
500 five-star reviews. In the shocking series finale, Agent
Zero learns of a powerful thermonuclear bomb which, set
off in the right place, could kill tens of millions. In a
breathtaking twist, he learns of something else that will
make it even more deadly. The fate of the world is literally
at stake as Agent Zero finds himself in a mad race against
time, the only person on the planet with a capacity to find
the weapon. Yet, while Zero races to find the location, he
is up against other formidable forces: dozens of assassins
are dispatched to kill him. And in the midst of all this, the
time has come for Zero to have a final reckoning with his
own deteriorating health. Full circle from his original
discovery of the memory chip, Agent Zero is given one
last chance to save the planet—if only he can keep from
destroying himself—and everything in his path—in his
wake. ABSOLUTE ZERO (Book #12) is an unputdownable espionage thriller that will keep you turning
pages late into the night, and the satisfying and stunning

climax to a masterful 12-book espionage action series.
“Thriller writing at its best.” --Midwest Book Review (re
Any Means Necessary) “One of the best thrillers I have
read this year.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re Any
Means Necessary) Also available is Jack Mars’ #1
bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books),
which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a
free download with over 800 five star reviews!
Greater Steven Furtick 2012-09-04 Take Hold of God's
Vision for Your Life. A Life that is GREATER. This
companion guide to Steven Furtick's life-changing Greater
DVD will help you take the next step—and the ones after
that—to follow Jesus's call to do even greater things than
He did (John 14:12). Drawn from the powerful book
Greater—and designed to be used with the Greater
DVD—this user-friendly resource shows you how to apply
four “greater”-releasing principles from the prophet
Elisha's life: · Burn the Plows: Make a decisive break with
your old life. · Digging Ditches: Start small and make
practical preparations. · Upon Further Review: Live with
the knowledge that faith is never wasted. · Strike the
Water: Step out to live the greater life God promises.
Each chapter includes a study plan that corresponds with
the DVD, discussion questions, space for individual
reflection, a Bible study, and suggestions for group
leaders. Created to ignite your passion and move you
forward, the Greater DVD Participant's Guide will inspire
you to reach for the greater life—and show you how to get
there. DVD not included.
Invitation from the Venetian Billionaire Lucy King 2021-0629 How long will she be stranded in his palazzo before

their connection becomes irresistible? Find out in this
forced proximity romance from Lucy King. Once they trust
each other… There’s no going back These days, PR
expert Carla Blake knows how to handle herself around
powerful men. Never let them too close. But to persuade
the formidable Rico Rossi to reunite with his long-lost
brother, she must accept his invitation to visit Venice…
Rico grew up relying only on himself and has no intention
of playing happy families. He’s much more intrigued by
Carla’s determination to ignore their all-consuming
attraction. But as they find themselves at the limits of
resistance, Rico must decide how much he’ll give up to
protect his lone-wolf lifestyle… From Harlequin Presents:
Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no
bounds. Read all the Lost Sons of Argentina books: Book
1: The Secrets She Must Tell Book 2: Invitation from the
Venetian Billionaire Book 3: The Billionaire Without Rules
City of Secrets Nick Horth 2018-07-10 In the city of
Excelsis, Corporal Armand Callis of the city watch
stumbles upon a dark secret and finds himself hunted,
with only a witch hunter for companionship. Excelsis is the
city of secrets, a grand and imposing bastion of civilisation
in the savage Realm of Beasts. Within its winding streets
and shadowy back alleys, merchants deal in raw
prophecy mined from an ancient fragment of the World
That Was, and even the poorest man may earn a glimpse
of the future. Yet not all such prophecies can be trusted.
When Corporal Armand Callis of the city guard stumbles
upon a dark secret, he finds himself on the run from his
former comrades, framed for a crime he did not commit.
Only the witch hunter Hanniver Toll knows the truth of his

innocence. Together the pair must race against time to
save Excelsis from a cataclysm that would drown the city
in madness and fear.
The Daddy and The Dom Julia Sykes 2019-09-01 MfM
ménage romance from USA Today bestselling author
Julia Sykes Two darkly domineering alpha males. They
say I don't have to choose. They both want me. Together.
The three of us. I was meant to be theirs: Joseph, my
sweet first love, and Marco, his sternly intimidating best
friend. I know they’re dangerous men, but being with them
doesn't feel wrong. When they hold me in their arms, I feel
safe, cherished. I’m still their captive, but I’m no longer
certain if I want to be free of them. They swear they only
kidnapped me for my own protection, and after a terrifying
attack by one of their enemies, I’m starting to believe
them. If I give myself to them, can my alluring criminal
captors protect me? Or is their world too dangerous for
even their strong arms to shield me from harm?
Keywords: MfM ménage, Daddy romance, mafia
romance, kidnapping, romantic suspense, new adult
New Headway: Upper-Intermediate Third Edition:
Workbook (Without Key) Liz Soars 2005-05-05 Clear
focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus
Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English, Spoken
English, Music of English Full teacher support resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and
online Hot words and Hot verbs present and practise vital
collocations
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